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In the 1999 movie Office Space,1 a waitress is required to wear “15 pieces of flair”
(colorful buttons) on her uniform. She is instructed that they should show her 
personality, providing an opportunity to express herself. We live in a culture 
surrounded by such symbols, making this type of visual communication common-
place. Not surprisingly, this “flair” style of symbolic expression not only perme-
ates our daily lives, but also has become commonplace in the formal system of 
symbolism used within the U.S. government. The flags, seals, logos, and other 
graphical emblems used throughout the government are awash with a plethora of 
symbols which are frequently combined with the intent of communicating some-
thing about the agencies or programs they represent. This article will examine one 
small subset of these symbols—the patches designed by the crews for Space Shuttle 
missions. It will examine the variety of symbols used, with special emphasis on the 
use of flags as “flair.”2

Part 2: Patches in the Space Shuttle Era
Part one of this article discussed the history of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) mission patches during Project Gemini and the Apollo 
Program.3 The initiation of the Space Shuttle Program in 1981 opened up a new 
era for the design of mission patches. Flights into space became more frequent and 
crew sizes increased as the program progressed. An analysis of Space Shuttle mission 
patches reveals that the insignias designed for the flights also became more complex 
and incorporated a wider array of symbols. It was perhaps the larger crew size that 
led many of these patches to be more “flair like.” Just as the waitress in Office Space 
was encouraged to express herself through the wearing of more flair on her uniform, 
the larger crews may have felt that more symbols on their patches would help them 
to better reflect the interests of the individual astronauts, their roles in the missions, 
and the goals of their flights.

By ANNE M. PLATOFF*

Flags as Flair: The  
Iconography of Space 
Shuttle Mission Patches

continued on page 3
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Editor’s Note / Note de la rédaction
A frustration common to people who study flags is explaining to non-vexillologists 
what we actually do. Not only does the word itself confound the uninitiated (vexil-
lology can sound cold and pedantic upon first hearing), but in the experience of 
this writer most people assume that the study of flags can only relate to rah-rah 
patriotism or kitschy gift-shop stars-and-stripes umbrellas or T-shirts.

While these things without question find a welcome place under the big tent 
of flag studies, so too do complex historical investigations, scientific inquiries in 
the material sciences, and studies in semiotics, communication, material culture, 
and design. Perhaps then we should forgive others for not immediately seeing the 
breadth of our field and forgive ourselves if we sometimes feel foolish trying to 
explain it in fifty words or less.

I would argue that flag studies is not a unified academic discipline, but a dynamic 
dialogue, and that our boundary-defying studies do not take place on the margins, 
but in exciting contact zones where scholars and specialists from many different 
backgrounds find common ground and speak with one another. We inhabit not a 
niche or barren borderland, but a thriving intellectual crossroads.

In this issue of Flag Research Quarterly we celebrate this diversity of our field with 
two articles that began as presentations at the NAVA 47 annual meeting held in 
Salt Lake City, which testify that this crossroads draws strong and dedicated scholars 
from many different backgrounds. In the conclusion to her article which appeared 
in FRQ 4 (December 2013), Annie Platoff describes the complex interplay of polit-
ical and national identity and design aesthetic in mission patches from NASA’s 
Space Shuttle Program. Platoff’s article examines an intersection of science, poli-
tics, and design, a unique and exciting space unlikely to find consideration in more 
traditional fields. Gwen Spicer’s article, also a continuation from FRQ 4, exists at a 
different intersection defined by science and material culture, where her expertise 
will assist NAVA members and others to preserve their personal collections or the 
material archives with which they work in order to secure our cultural artifacts and 
the stories only they will tell for future generations.

Through articles like these, FRQ plays its part perhaps not in streamlining or 
simplifying vexillology, but in complicating it. We have chosen to study in a rich 
field often overlooked by others. Let us find not frustration, but satisfaction and 
pride, in exploring to the very edges of our domain.

Kenneth J. Hartvigsen, Ph.D.
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During the Shuttle era, designing a mission emblem was 
one of the first tasks assigned to a newly-formed crew of 
astronauts. Within NASA, creation of the patch design was 
considered to be an important team-building exercise. The 
crew understood that they were not just designing a patch to 
wear on their flight suits, but that they were also creating a 
symbol for everyone who was working on the flight. As astro-
naut Daniel Berry recalled in an interview, “The patch is one 
of the first things that the crew works on together . . . . It 
is not an ‘individual’ accomplishment. This very large team 
of people—the crew, the training people, and the mission 
control people—has this one badge that gives everybody a 
sense of working together.” Astronaut Jim Newman echoed 
this sentiment: “The predominant goal is to symbolize 
the flight. Everybody tries to be unique and add their own 
personal touch to it.” Summing up the importance of the 
patch to the mission, astronaut Scott Parazynski noted that 
“There’s a saying in the astronaut corps . . . . You’re not ready 
to fly until you’ve designed a patch.”4 

Typically the crew would select one member to coordi-
nate the design of the mission patch, often someone who 
was training for his or her first space flight. The job of this 
astronaut was to work with a graphic designer to help trans-
form the ideas of the crew into a colorful emblem to represent 
the mission. As astronaut Leroy Chiao noted, “It is usually 
someone who is relatively new that will take the bull by the 
horns and get the patch going right away. With more veteran 
crews, after a while, somebody will finally volunteer to do it . . . . 
I guess your perspective changes after you’ve flown a couple of 
times, so it might take longer to get your patch out.”5 

In some cases the crews commissioned a well-known graphic 
designer or space artist to help them with their patch designs. 
More typically they worked with a graphic designer on staff at 
the Johnson Space Center (JSC). For many artists, it was an 
opportunity to work with the astronauts and to make a contri-
bution to a Space Shuttle mission. As one artist explained, “I 
never forget that the art I am creating is not mine, but belongs 
to the crew. It’s not my patch, but theirs. Accordingly, I will 
make suggestions based upon my experience, but the crew 
makes all the decisions. [We] are just the lucky guys able to 
work with people we respect and admire. How does it feel to 
contribute to space program history? ‘Priceless.’”6 

Once the crew and the artist had completed their design, 
it was sent through the NASA approval process. It was then 
unveiled to the public and put into use as the primary visual 
representation for the mission. Astronauts, space workers, and 
members of the public alike collected items decorated with 
their badge including T-shirts, mugs, stickers, hats, and other 
souvenirs. During their training and flight, the astronauts 

wore their crew patch on their flight suits and on their space 
suits, as well as on a variety of shirts that they donned in 
the “shirtsleeve environment” of the Space Shuttle. There 
were also many traditions in NASA associated with these 
emblems. Supplies of the patches were typically included in 
the Official Flight Kit (OFK)—a package of official souve-
nirs that NASA flew on each Space Shuttle mission. After 
the flight, these “space flown” patches were typically mounted 
on certificates and presented to people who had worked on 
the mission. Another post-flight tradition involved hanging 
a plaque with the patch design in the Mission Operations 
Control Room (MOCR)—commonly known as “Mission 
Control.” This room at the Johnson Space Center was 
the focal point for ground activity during a Space Shuttle 
mission. The honor of hanging the emblem went to one of 
the JSC employees who had contributed to the success of the 
flight. An additional use of the emblems was reserved for the 
mission director and other senior managers of each shuttle 
mission. These individuals were given the honor of hanging 
the mission emblem outside the door of their offices. As one 
JSC staffer explained, “If you want to know who has the real 
prestige within NASA, just look for the offices with the most 
patches . . . . In a culture that values achievement, these 
things have become our internal trophies and our currency.”7

Iconography of Space Shuttle Patches
An examination of Space Shuttle mission patches as a collec-
tion reinforces the impression of the “flair-like” use of symbols. 
While it is true that some of the emblems had simple, effec-
tive designs, there are many that have so many symbols incor-
porated into them that they become visually overwhelming. 
What does become clear is that the designs are effective repre-
sentations of NASA as an institution, and of the values that 
are common within the agency. As Andrew Zolli observed, 
“The patches are perfect expressions of a culture that values 
science and achievement above visual gloss. The simplicity 
of the patches, with their mix of obscure private meanings 
and literal symbols of space exploration, convey the unique 
character of the astronaut mission teams—to themselves and 
to the larger organization.” Zolli quotes one NASA graphic 
designer, who commented on the authenticity of the designs, 
“If these were prettier, more abstract, or more ornamental, 
they wouldn’t be NASA . . . . The patches are utterly who 
we are.”8

When considering the symbols used on patches during 
previous U.S. manned spaceflight programs, which heavily 
emphasized the space hardware used during those programs, it 
should not be surprising that the majority of patches created 
during the Space Shuttle Program include the Space Shuttle 

Platoff: Flags as Flair: The Iconography of space shuttle mission Patches 
continued from page 1
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in the design. Of 135 mission patches used on shuttle flights, 
123 of those (91%) picture the Space Shuttle. Most of them 
depict the shuttle in orbit, but 21 of the patches show the 
launch configuration of the Space Transportation System 
including the orbiter, solid rocket boosters, and external tank. 
Three patches illustrate the shuttle during re-entry, and one 
portrays the orbiter with landing gear down as it approaches 
the runway at the end of the mission. Of the patches that 

show the Space Shuttle, 60 of them (44%) graphically portray 
the flight path of the orbiter during its mission. Perhaps some 
of the most stunning designs are those that include a visual 
representation of an OMS burn—the point in the mission 
when the shuttle Orbital Maneuvering System engines 
(located in two pods, one on either side of the vertical stabi-
lizer at the tail) are firing as the shuttle changes orbit.9

Other hardware-oriented patches emphasize various 
payloads carried into orbit by the Space Shuttle, or hard-
ware that was captured in orbit during repair missions. These 
emblems focus on the “work horse” aspect of the shuttle. Its 
larger size made it a versatile platform for mounted experiment 

packages, for deployment of satellites and planetary space-
craft, and for capture-and-retrieval missions. Since these 
tasks were usually the primary purpose of a flight, it should be 
expected that this type of hardware would be documented on 
the mission insignias.10

Fig. 1-6. A sampling of patch designs depicting the space shuttle in flight. Top row: shuttle in orbit with the payload-bay doors open 
(sTs-80); shuttle “stack” during launch (sTs-27) and during re-entry when the nose is up and the black tiles are angled toward the 
atmosphere (sTs-134). Bottom row: shuttle with landing gear down (sTs-41-B); shuttle with a flight path (sTs-83); and shuttle with an 
oms burn shown behind (sTs-38). (Images from Wikipedia)
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During the Shuttle-Mir docking missions in which the U.S. 
Space Shuttle docked with a Russian-built space station and 
during the construction of the International Space Station 
(ISS), shuttle patches frequently showed hardware associated 
with those two projects such as the space stations, the docking 

module in the shuttle’s payload bay, and modules of the ISS 
that were carried into orbit aboard the Space Shuttle. In all, 8 
shuttle mission patches picture the Russian space station Mir, 
while 27 show the International Space Station and 12 depict 
specific ISS elements.11

There are also exploration-themed mission patches which 
use imagery from various ages of exploration. Four patches 
feature sailing ships, usually to reflect the practice of naming 
Space Shuttles after ships. One shuttle crew symbolized the 
great strides that have been made in aviation by placing the 
Wright Flyer, the first successful powered aircraft, underneath 
the Space Shuttle on their insignia. There were also several 
crews that paid tribute to the early pioneers of the U.S. space 
program. The patch of the STS-43 mission is shaped like 

a Mercury capsule in commemoration of 30 years of U.S. 
human spaceflight. John Glenn, one of the original Mercury 
astronauts and a United States Senator, was a member of the 
STS-95 crew. The mission patch shows Glenn’s “Friendship 
7” Mercury capsule in orbit around an outline of a Space 
Shuttle. The numeral “7” on the patch represents the 7 
members of the STS-95 crew and their historic link to the 
original 7 NASA astronauts from the Mercury era.12

Fig. 7-9. Patches showing payloads and other hardware vital to the flight objectives: deployment of a Tracking and data Relay satellite, 
TdRs-1 (sTs-6); the shuttle prepares to retrieve the Long duration Exposure Facility (LdEF) satellite (sTs-32); and the Hubble space 
Telescope (sTs-82). (Images from Wikipedia)

Fig. 10-12: Patches showing space station hardware: insignia with both the space shuttle and the Russian space station mir (sTs-63); 
patch depicting the shuttle delivering the Zarya module to the Iss (sTs-88); and emblem documenting the growth of the Iss (sTs-112). 
(Images from Wikipedia)
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After the Space Shuttle, the second most common symbol 
used in mission insignia designs is the star, appearing on 109 
different patches. As most vexillologists are aware, stars are 
a very versatile symbol. The astronauts found many ways to 
incorporate stars into their designs. On many of the patches 
the stars are simply background objects in space, but on 18 
emblems they are shown in constellations that are familiar to 
residents of the astronauts’ home planet. Sometimes the stars 
were given symbolic meanings, representing the number of 

crew members (on 17 patches) or indicating the flight designa-
tion of the mission (on 17 patches). On six of the patches the 
only stars were part of a flag, while one patch uses an abstract 
star design. There are also 9 mission emblems which use stars 
to memorialize deceased colleagues, including 5 patches which 
use 7 stars to honor the astronauts lost in the Challenger acci-
dent and two designs which use stars in memory of those lost 
when Columbia broke up during re-entry.13

Fig. 13-18. Exploration-themed shuttle patches. Top row: discovery 
and her namesake ship (sTs-41-d); Endeavour and its namesake 
(sTs-49); a patch paying tribute to Christopher Columbus (sTs-122); 
and a shuttle patch showing the Wright Flyer aircraft underneath the 
shuttle (sTs-51-G). Bottom row left: emblem shaped like a mercury 
capsule (sTs-43). Bottom row right: patch featuring a mercury 
capsule in orbit (sTs-95). (Images from Wikipedia)

Fig. 19-22. Examples of patches with stars in the designs: eight stars indicating the mission designation (sTs-8); stars decorating a nautical 
wheel (sTs-51-C); 19 background stars arranged in the constellations of Leo and orion and symbolizing the 19th shuttle flight (sTs-51-F); 
and seven stars arranged in the Big dipper and memorializing the seven Challenger astronauts (sTs-26). (Images from Wikipedia)
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Other symbols associated with outer space are also found 
in the designs of Space Shuttle mission insignia. Because all 
shuttle missions were Earth-orbital missions, the home planet 
is a common symbol and is found on 98 mission patches. 
Of those, 57 designs also depict the Earth’s atmosphere. 
Astronauts frequently comment on how fragile the Earth and 
its atmosphere appear from orbit, and it is not surprising that 
they would include this imagery in their patch designs. The 
Sun is shown on 38 emblems, the Moon on four of them, 

and other planets from our solar system are pictured on 12 
patches. Often, the patches with planetary imagery were for 
missions that focused on the launch of planetary probes, but 
in a few cases the Moon and Mars are shown as potential 
“next steps” in the human exploration of outer space. There 
are also patches that use comets (2 patches) and galaxies (7 
patches) in the design, typically from missions in which astro-
nomical instruments such as space telescopes were part of the 
payload.14

Fig. 27-31. mission insignia with space-oriented symbols. Top 
row: insignia depicting the Earth, the sun, and the planet Jupiter 
(sTs-34); patch showing an array of planets and galaxies, as well 
as using a shuttle flight path to illustrate the concept of “red shift” 
(sTs-31); and an emblem showing the coast of Florida, the sun, 
and Jupiter (sTs-41). Bottom row left: patch depicting deployment 
of the upper Atmosphere Research satellite (uARs) to study the 
atmosphere (sTs-48). Bottom row right: insignia using the moon 
and mars to depict the future of nAsA (sTs-120). (Images from 
Wikipedia)

Fig. 23-26. Two groups of stars—in clusters of three and seven, representing the flight number (sTs-37); a field of background stars in 
which the six largest indicate the number of crew members and the others symbolize all the people on the ground who had contributed 
to the mission (sTs-44); the constellation Aquila, with Altair shown larger (sTs-39); and an eagle delivering a large 8-pointed star to a 
constellation of four stars, representing the delivery of the 5th TdRs satellite into orbit (sTs-54). (Images from Wikipedia)
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The emblems described in the previous section illustrate 
the variety of symbols used by Space Shuttle crews in their 
patch designs. Some designs are well organized and use just 
enough imagery to make a simple and visually-distinctive 
patch. In other emblems, we are reminded of our waitress 
and the “flair” requirement—it seems as if the crews felt 
compelled to include every symbol that was slightly related to 
their mission. For the vexillologist, these other symbols are of 
peripheral interest. Symbols are just one element of the study 
of flags. It is the flags, themselves, that grab the attention of the 
vexillologist. How are the flags used? Why are these specific 
flags used? What meaning is conveyed by including the flag? 
For the vexillologist, there are many Space Shuttle patches 
that are of particular interest—those that use flag symbolism 
or entire flags to express something about the mission. It is 
this group of patches that warrant further examination here.

Flags and Flag Symbolism on Space Shuttle Patches
From the Gemini and Apollo programs, patches with flags or 
flag symbolism are rare. On the Space Shuttle patches they 
are quite common. If we consider all patches with a “red, 
white, and blue” color scheme to be flag-related, there are 94 
patches (nearly 70% of all mission insignia) that fall into this 
category. Even if we only count the “red, white, and blue” 
emblems for which the crew specifically described the color 
scheme as flag-related, there are still 78 patches in this group 
(58%). Of the flag-related emblems, 35 patches incorporate 

a complete flag into the designs. Other mission insignias use 
partial flags (18 patches), “implied” flags (27 patches), or just 
a symbol taken from (or inspired by) a flag design (5 patches). 
What is interesting to the vexillologist is how the use of 
flags changed over the 30 years that the Space Shuttle was 
used. Throughout the Space Shuttle Program, flags and flag 
elements were used in a variety of ways on mission patches. 
The specific flags used changed significantly as the nature of 
the program transformed and evolved.16

Not surprisingly, the United States flag is the most common 
flag used in patch designs. There are 68 insignias that either 
include the U.S. flag, or use symbols or colors drawn from the 
flag. On 26 of these patches, the flag is used as an emblem of 
national pride and is prominently displayed as a background 
image in the design. Examples include the badges for flights 
STS-41-G, STS-61-B, STS-51-L, and STS-104. On the 
insignia for STS-36 the dark blue canton and stars of the flag 
merge with the star-filled background of outer space, leaving 
the red and white stripes fluttering at the edge of the emblem. 
Other patches use small segments of a flag to suggest the pres-
ence of a complete flag. In some cases, the flag is substituted 
for the Earth in the patch design, with the Space Shuttle 
launching or orbiting above it. The insignias for STS-51-B, 
STS-53, and STS-76 are examples of this type of flag usage.17

The symbols discussed in this section are just a sampling of 
those used by Space Shuttle crews to visually describe their 
missions. There is one other symbol that is frequently used on 
mission patches and warrants discussion here—the astronaut 
pin. This device is the official emblem of NASA’s astronaut 
corps. A silver version of the pin is presented to those who 

have completed astronaut training, while the gold version is 
reserved for those who have flown in space. On some patch 
designs the astronaut pin is shown in its usual configuration, 
while in others the crew used creative license to depict the 
device. In all, 34 Space Shuttle mission emblems incorpo-
rated the astronaut pin into their designs.15

Fig. 32-37. Top row: astronaut pin and patches incorporating the 
device into their designs: sTs-59; sTs-69; and sTs-57. Bottom row: 
sTs-61 and sTs-64. (Images from Wikipedia)
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In other designs various combinations of stars and stripes 
are used to imply the presence of the U.S. flag, such as in the 
patches for STS-50, STS-98, and STS-117. Sometimes a full 
flag or an implied flag is used to designate the flight path of the 
Space Shuttle as it orbited the Earth. Examples include the 
emblems of STS-2, STS-51-D, STS-51-I, STS-44, STS-51, 
STS-106, STS-118, and STS-119. There are also examples 
in which the red and white stripes from the U.S. flag, or a 
combination of red, white, and blue stripes, are used as the 
flight path. In a more straightforward approach, the STS-73 

crew members simply placed two U.S. flags in the border of 
their patch along with their names. These varied uses of the 
U.S. flag are not surprising. Many of the astronauts, espe-
cially those who flew at the beginning of the Space Shuttle 
program, had started their careers in the U.S. military. Also, 
a lot of the people who contribute to the space program see 
their work as advancing the status of the United States, and 
thus the expression of patriotism and national pride has been 
a consistent element of NASA missions since the agency was 
established in 1958. 

Fig. 38-45. Patches with the u.s. flag as a background image or with the u.s. flag substituting for the Earth. Top row: sTs-41-G; sTs-61-B; 
sTs-51-L; and sTs-104. Bottom row: sTs-36;  sTs-51-B; sTs-53; and sTs-76. (Images from Wikipedia)

Fig. 46-48. Left and right: Patches with implied u.s. flags (sTs-98 and 
sTs-117). Center above: emblem drawing upon the u.s. flag for its 
color scheme and using flag colors in a flight path (sTs-4). (Images 
from Wikipedia)
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While in the early days of the Space Shuttle Program it 
was often seen as an “American” effort, there were many 
important international contributions even at the beginning 
of the program. For example, the Canadian Space Agency 
designed and built the Remote Manipulator System (RMS). 
Commonly called the “Canadarm” or “robot arm,” this 
device was used to move payloads around in the payload bay 
while the shuttle was in orbit. The Canadarm was first used 
on the STS-2 flight in 1981 and was carried on 90 shuttle 
missions. Another important international contribution was 
the European Space Agency’s Spacelab module, a reusable 
laboratory that was mounted in the shuttle’s payload bay on 
22 flights from 1983-1998. Other international contributions 
included satellites, experimental packages, and components 
for the construction of the International Space Station. In 
addition to hardware, there were also many international crew 
members who flew aboard the Space Shuttle. The first inter-
national shuttle astronaut was a West German who flew as 
part of the STS-9 crew in 1983. Throughout the course of the 
program there were 60 crews which included astronauts from 
nations other than the United States. Countries represented 
on the international crews included Belgium, Canada, France, 
Germany, Israel, Italy, Japan, Mexico, the Netherlands, Russia,  

Saudi Arabia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and Ukraine. In 
addition, there were also American astronauts from interna-
tional backgrounds. For example, astronaut Franklin Chang-
Diaz is a native of Costa Rica, and his heritage was reflected 
in the color scheme for the STS-111 patch.18

Once Space Shuttle missions became more international 
with payloads and crew members from various countries, 
other national flags (and elements thereof) were incorpo-
rated into mission patch designs. On many emblems the 
crew indicated the nationality of their international crew 
members by placing a national flag next to their names on 
the patch. Examples of this type of flag placement can be 
found on the emblems for STS-41-G (Canada), STS-51-G 
(France and Saudi Arabia), STS-61-B (Mexico), STS-87 
(Ukraine), STS-120 (Italy), STS-131 (Japan), and STS-107 
(Israel). Other crews selected to use just an element of a 
national flag next to a name to show nationality. This usage 
includes the maple leaves found next to the Canadian astro-
nauts’ names on the patches for STS-42, STS-118, and 
STS-127, as well as the red sun from the Japanese flag on 
the emblem for STS-114. An additional example would 
be the patch for STS-52, on which the Canadarm holds a  
maple leaf.19

Fig. 49-56. Top row (first two patches): patch incorporating the stripes from the u.s. flag to form the wings of an eagle (sTs-33) and patch with 
implied u.s. flag (sTs-50). Top row (remaining two patches) and bottom row: mission emblems with the u.s. flag, or an implied flag, as a flight 
path (sTs-2; sTs-51-I; sTs-44; sTs-51-d; sTs-118; and sTs-119). (Images from Wikipedia)
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Another method that crews chose to represent the inter-
national nature of their missions was to place flags, or partial 
flags, on their patches for all the countries represented. On 
these patches there seems to have been an effort to show the 
flags as equally important. Examples of this type of flag display 
include the patches for STS-46 (U.S. and Italy), STS-55 (U.S. 
and Germany), STS-68 (U.S., Germany, and Italy), STS-63 
(U.S. and Russia), STS-71 (U.S. and Russia), STS-74 (U.S., 
Canada, and Russia), STS-81 (U.S. and Russia), STS-89 (U.S. 
and Russia), STS-91 (U.S. and Russia), STS-93 (U.S. and 

France), STS-102 (Russia, U.S., and Italy), STS-100 (U.S., 
Russia, Italy, and Canada), STS-113 (U.S. and Russia), and 
STS-128 (U.S. and Sweden). Sometimes the flags are placed 
at the top or bottom of the patches. On other examples, they 
are grouped together just somewhere on the insignia. One 
of the most ornate displays of international flags is on the 
patch for STS-128, on which the flags of the United States 
and Sweden are incorporated into a “ribbon” that defines the 
outline of the emblem.20

Fig. 57-67: Emblems which use flags or symbols from flags to indicate the nationality of crew members. Top row: sTs-41-G (Canada); sTs-
51-G (France and saudi Arabia); sTs-61-B (mexico); and sTs-42 (Canada and also the EsA insignia). middle row: sTs-52 (Canada); sTs-87 
(ukraine); sTs-114 (Japan); and sTs-107 (Israel). Bottom row: sTs-120 (Italy); sTs-127 (Canada); and sTs-131 (Japan). (Images from 
Wikipedia)
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On some international mission patches the crews got more 
creative. Just as with the patches that use the U.S. flag as a 
flight path, there are also patches in which combinations of 
U.S. and other flags are used as flight paths or orbital paths. 
Examples of this usage can be found on the emblems for 
STS-61-A (U.S. and Germany), STS-47 (U.S. and Japan), 
STS-86 (U.S., Russia, and France), STS-105 (U.S. and 
Russia), STS-111 (U.S., Russia, France, and Costa Rica), 
and STS-116 (U.S. and Sweden). Careful observation of the 

patch for STS-86 shows how the crew was able to use the 
three paths on the astronaut pin to represent the flags of three 
different countries. At the top of the emblem, the paths are 
ordered white, blue, and red in the order of the Russian flag. 
Below the Earth, they are ordered blue, white, and red just as 
on the French flag. To represent the United States, the crew 
chose to add white stars to the blue path so that together with 
the white-and-red stripe it forms an implied U.S. flag.21 

Fig. 68-77: Patches using flags to denote international missions. 
Top row: sTs-46 (u.s. and Italy); sTs-68 (u.s., Germany, and Italy); 
sTs-55 (u.s. and Germany); and sTs-63 (u.s. and Russia). middle 
row: sTs-71 (u.s. and Russia); sTs-74 (u.s., Canada, and Russia); 
sTs-79 (u.s. and Russia); and sTs-93 (u.s. and France). Bottom 
row: sTs-100 (u.s., Russia, Italy, and Canada); and sTs-128 (u.s. 
and sweden). (Images from Wikipedia)
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Three other patches bear mention for their unique uses of 
flags. On the insignia for STS-51, the dominant flag imagery 
is an implied U.S. flag woven together by two intertwining 
flight paths. Careful examination reveals another flag—that 
of Germany—which is reshaped into the form of SPAS-
ORFEUS, a payload deployed and later retrieved by the 
shuttle during the mission. The Japanese flag is similarly used 
on the STS-124 mission patch, as it has been reformed into 

the shape of a Japanese module which the shuttle delivered to 
the International Space Station. In addition, the crew placed 
the U.S. flag at the top above the mission designation. The 
final example is perhaps one of the most interesting uses of 
international flags. On the insignia for STS-60 the flags of 
the U.S. and the Russian Federation have been formed into 
a set of wings, placed on the patch behind the Space Shuttle 
in flight.22

Fig. 78-84:  Patches that use multiple flags as flight paths: Top row: sTs-61-A (u.s. and Germany);  
sTs-47 (u.s. and Japan); and sTs-101 (u.s. and Russia). Bottom row: sTs-86 (u.s., Russia, and France);  
sTs-106 (u.s. and Russia); sTs-105 (u.s. and Russia); and sTs-116 (u.s. and sweden). (Images from Wikipedia)

Fig. 85-87: Patches with flags as 
spacecraft or flags as wings:  
sTs-51 (u.s. and Germany);  
sTs-124 (u.s. and Japan); and 
sTs-60 (u.s. and Russia).  
(Images from Wikipedia)
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Conclusion
Examined as a set, the flag-inspired mission patches demon-
strate various uses of flags to express the patriotism of the 
crews, to represent the nationalities of international crew 
members, and to acknowledge the contributions of NASA’s 
international partners to specific Space Shuttle missions and 
to the construction of the International Space Station. They 
also show a shift in the nature of both the U.S. space program 
and in space exploration in general. The U.S. space program 
was originally launched as part of “The Space Race,” a phase 
of the Cold War in which the U.S. and the Soviet Union 
competed to achieve important “firsts” in space. It is quite 
clear from the 68 patches which use the U.S. flag as part of 
the design that the U.S. still views its achievements in space 
as a great source of international prestige. But even more 
significant is the shift that can be seen in the patches from the 
Space Shuttle era which serve to illustrate the transforma-
tion of the program from an U.S. space program into a truly 
international program. In the early years of the program, we 
see the flags of traditional U.S. allies incorporated into patch 
designs. But after the breakup of the Soviet Union, we see 
a new era of cooperation reflected in shuttle crew emblems. 
The Russian flag is the second most represented, shown on 17 

mission insignias. This demonstrates that the U.S. and Russia 
have become partners in space—first working together on 
the Shuttle-Mir docking missions and later as two of the key 
players in a multinational effort to construct and operate the 
International Space Station.

Placing the flags within the broader context of the icono-
graphy of all Space Shuttle mission emblems, we recognize 
the importance of flags and flag symbolism within our culture. 
The fact that the crews chose to represent their missions with 
flags further illustrates the significance of these symbols both 
in U.S. culture and within the sphere of international coop-
eration. This use of flags as “flair” reminds us that the study of 
flags involves not just the documentation of flag designs and 
the history of specific flags, but also extends to the sociological 
importance of flags as identifiers of nationality. Incorporating 
specific elements of flags, combining elements of different 
flags, and displaying groups of flags together in sets are all 
ways in which the astronauts chose to emphasize the new age 
of cooperation in space and the importance of international 
partnerships to their missions. By looking at the use of flags 
within the small set of Space Shuttle mission patches, we can 
learn more about the broader cultural context of flags in our 
modern global society.
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ARTICLE

By GWEN SPICER*

The Acid-Free Conundrum: Selecting 
Archival Materials for Your Collection
Proper storage of materials and documents is crucial to all 
collecting projects. For those of us who enthusiastically assert 
and investigate the cultural and historical significance of 
something as physically dynamic and vulnerable as flags, the 
necessity of preservation cannot be overstated. An important 
part of safe storage is using materials that do not cause further 
damage. Direct contact between an artifact and its container 
or a container and its immediate physical environment can 
cause damage. The shelf that the box rests on, if wooden, can 
also affect the archival integrity of the box over time. Poor 
quality materials can cause acidity, off-gas, and discoloring, 
among other effects, that deteriorate collections. To prevent 
these types of damages, good quality and acid-free material 
should be used. 

So what is acid-free? Simply put, they are materials that 
have a neutral pH of 7. However, not all pH neutral mate-
rials are equal. Some types of archival materials are inherently 
neutral, such as 100% cotton fiber. Others begin as a wood pulp 
or other acidic material and are buffered until they reach a pH 
7. The disadvantage of buffered wood pulp or any other acidic 
material is that the buffering eventually becomes exhausted 
and then the product returns to being acidic. Buffering can 
be done in more than one way, yet none of these processes 
result in a permanently neutral substance. Calcium carbonate 
or other buffering agents can work, but how long do they last? 
Is the length of its buffering ability affected by the environ-
ment that it is stored in? Too many unknowns exist in using 
this method, so it is best to avoid buffered materials and select 
those that are naturally pH neutral.

Unfortunately, these kinds of archival materials are expensive, 
which is a result of their being made from pure-virgin materials. 
As framers, collectors, and other private owners of art become 
aware of the benefits of high-quality materials, the market 
becomes larger, thus the price does drop. The downside to true 
archival, pure-virgin materials is that they are not conducive to 
the new “green” society where recycling is encouraged, and one 
cannot be sure of the purity of archival materials that are old.

Even archival paper and boards used for artifact storage 
are absorbent and over time are affected by their environ-
ment. So, if an acid-free box is sitting on an uncoated wooden 
shelf, over time the bottom of the box will have absorbed the 
acidity of the wood and will no longer be acid-free. Even the 
inherently acid-free nature of cotton rag cannot stay acid-free 
in that kind of environment. Therefore, it is useful to test 

your materials with a pH pen. These pens will give you an 
indication of when boxes or other storage materials might 
need to be replaced. Unfortunately, no FDA or other “watch-
dog” exists for archival materials. So, it is the buyer who must 
beware. I always use the motto “if it is too good to be true, 
then it is.”

Wood remains a common material in storage construction, 
due to its cost and ease of use. However, wood has inherent 
volatile compounds which off-gas and cause damage to 
organic materials. Each species of wood has a different rate 
of emission. Hard woods (especially oak) emit more than soft 
woods. Newly milled wood emits more than older wood. But 
it is important to remember that wood emits acid throughout 
its entire life, until it is fully degraded and no longer viable 
for any purpose. If new wood needs to be used, only poplar is 
recommended. It is the lowest acid-emitting wood available. 
Wood is not just in furniture; be aware of its use in other ways, 
such as wooden hangers.

For rolling, acid-free tubes should be used. If acid-free tubes 
are not used due to budget restraints, then a layer of Mylar or 
Marvelseal over the cardboard is required. Mylar is secured 
to the tube with double-sided tape, (3M #415). Marvelseal 
can be heat-sealed to any surface. These materials are barriers 
against the migration of acidic products from the tube to the 
artifact. Liquid shellacs and paints do not sufficiently provide 
the same amount of protection and should be avoided. Mylar 
or Marvelseal, in addition, can be used to line wooden shelves 
or drawers to stop the acidic migration.

The selection of materials for storage units or any other 
storage furniture is performed with consideration of materials 
that do not off-gas or cause other damages to the collection. 
Safe materials for furniture include aluminum with a powder 
coating, anodized aluminum, and steel with powder coating. 
While all material artifacts continue to be vulnerable to 
physical damage due to age and misuse, using proper archival 
materials is a crucial step in securing your collection.
* B.A., College of Wooster (1986); M.A., Buffalo State College (1991).

A wooden drawer 
lined with a layer of 
marvelseal to block 
the migration of 
acidic products  
from the wood. 
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Captain William Driver Award
Bylaws § 2.05. Captain William Driver Award

 (a)  At each annual meeting, the executive board shall 
confer the Captain William Driver Award on the 
individual who presents the best paper as part of 
the scientific program upon the recommendation 
of the award judges.

 (b)  An individual may not receive the award more 
frequently than once every three years.

 (c)  A member of the executive board is not eligible 
to receive the award during the member’s term of 
office.

 (d)  The executive board shall adopt guidelines for 
the judging of papers by the award judges. The 
guidelines must be published before each annual 
meeting in Flag Research Quarterly.

 (e)  For each annual meeting, the award judges are the 
executive board and the three recipients who are 
disqualified under Subsection (b) from receiving 
the award at that meeting who are present at that 
meeting.

Executive Board Award Guidelines

1.  The Captain William Driver Award was established in 
1979 for the best paper presented at the Association’s 
annual meeting. It is named in honor of Captain 
William Driver, who christened the United States flag 
“Old Glory.” The award consists of a certificate and 
an honorarium of US$250; the honorarium is usually 
underwritten by the Association’s organizational 
members.

2.  The executive board determines the recipient of 
the award based on the criteria given below. At its 
discretion, the executive board may determine that no 
presentation delivered at the annual meeting has met 
the criteria for the award and decline to give an award 
that year.

3.  The criteria for the award follow, in descending order 
of relative importance:

 a.  The presentation should be an original contribution 
of research or theoretical analysis on a flag or flags 
resulting in an advancement of knowledge in the 
field of vexillology.

 b.  It should be characterized by thoroughness and 
accuracy.

 c.  It should be well organized and, as appropriate, 
illustrated.

 d.  It should be delivered well, i.e., interesting for the 
audience as well as informative, such that it is easily 
comprehensible.

4.  No presentation may be considered for the award 
unless a completed written text is submitted in advance 
of its delivery.

5.  No single individual may be given the award more 
frequently than once every three years.

6.  Because of the conflict of interest, current members of 
the executive board are ineligible for the award.

7.  If at all possible, the executive board shall not give 
the award jointly to co-recipients. In extraordinary 
circumstances, the executive board may recognize 
another presentation with the designation “Honorable 
Mention.”

8.  As a condition of being considered for the award, 
presenters agree that NAVA has the right of first refusal 
to publish their presentation in either Flag Research 
Quarterly or Raven: A Journal of Vexillology within two 
years of the presentation date. This right of first refusal 
extends to both the actual recipient of the award and 
the remaining non-recipients. A presenter who desires 
to have his or her presentation published elsewhere 
may decline to have the presentation considered for 
the award, provided that the presenter makes this fact 
known before the presentation is delivered.

9.  These guidelines should be distributed to presenters in 
advance of the annual meeting.


